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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the f irs t  methodological results obtained during research 
on "concepts and tools for  strategic regional policy". The basic ideas developed 
include an integrated regional-company economy approach, modeling of long- 
range competitiveness and technological impacts, strategic focusing on a sustzin- 
able economic-social-ecological balance, and a broader application of computer- 
ized analytical tools for strategic policy goals. The Strategic Regional-Company 
Policy is analyzed using fo-clr basic levels of methodological knowledge: philosophi- 
cal, conceptual framework, tool models, and case study examples. 
The paper was presented a t  the workshop on Strategic Regional Policy in War- 
saw, Poland, December 1984, which was organized by IIASA and the System 
Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences. 
CONCEPTS AND TOOLS FOR STRATEGIC 
REGIONAL COMPANY POLICY: 
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
A. Kochetkov 
INTRODUCTION 
There zre two urgent ,  miversa1 socioeconomic problexs tha t  a r e  very 
directly-connected with regional analysis. The f i r s t  is the problem of economic 
growth i r regular i ty ,  which manifests itself in the  uneveness of regiona! develop- 
ment rates. Fundamental s t ra teg ic  changes are clearly occuring in t he  world econ- 
omy and therefore  in nztional, regional, and company economies too. Moreover, 
these changes often have different dynamics, which make it difficult to  perceive 
the i r  interrelationships. 
Although in the  1950s t o  1970s tecknologiczl progress ,  the  development of 
labor  division and cooperation, and the  use of rational policies contributed t o  a 
more even distribution of resources ,  industries, infrastrxcture ,  and population 
among regional systems, some essential disproportions still exist  and have been 
simply enforced. A s  a resu l t  t he  actual regional picture  is a very contradictory 
one. The regional differences in p e r  capita income and output p e r  worker (that is, 
level indicators) have diminished. But at the  s a m e  time, t he  differences in pace of 
technological innovations and average annual rates of economic growth (that is ,  
t he  dynamic indicators) have become more evident and important. The dynamic 
aspect  of regional uneveness can be  considered as of major importance in t he  
long-term perspective.  
An example is  t he  problem of decreasing economic growth rates in t he  older  
industrial regions of nor thern  USA, connected with t he  relocation of capital  and 
industries t o  southern regions of t he  country (Harrison, 1982). The USSR faces  t he  
complicated problem of how t o  increase the  rate of development of new te r r i to r ies  
in Siberia and at the  same time acce le ra te  the  reorganization of economies in 
regions with an obsolete economic s t ruc ture ,  such as t he  Urals and the  Donbas. 
The second acute  universal problem comprises t he  conflict between economic 
and social-ecological aspects  of national and, t o  a l a rge r  extent ,  regiona! 
deveLopmect. This problem is manifest more in social regional uneveness than in 
the economic. In many developed countries the mzximum regiond pe r  czpitz 
income exceeds the micimum by 1.5 to 3 zna more. There z r e  great regional 
differences with many negative aspects: unemployment, migration of lzbor, low 
level of social infrastructure development, natural environment degradation. 
Attempts to solve this problem on the basis of increasing rates of economic growth 
lead, in many czses, to  increasing unemployment and pollution. The reorganization 
of a regional economy u s ~ a l l y  proceeds very painfclly znd oversensitively. It 
requires a skillful adaptation of nationzl and regional policy to  new technological 
and economic trends. 
As a result of the common impact of these universal problems, numerous 
"problem areas" have arisen and enforced socioeconomic tensions at national, 
regional. and local levels. The necessary development of such problem areas 
increases the essential demands on the national economy, because regional policy 
is now recognized as an organic par t  of regulated d a t e  activity. There a r e  
numerous state-region problems and organizations that  are assigned the task of 
solving the problems of regional development. But these problems are reproduced 
again and again, with the  scale and complexity often increasing. The nature of 
regionzl di-roportion problems is  also chacging. mainly because of new techno- 
logical development. 
The interdependence of regiond disproportions of nationz! and (in some 
cases) international policies is becoming more clear.  For example, the  close con- 
nection between economic stagnation of northern USA with increzsed business 
activity ir, southern regions is w e l l  known. We can see also the interdependence of 
development of old &d new regions in the USSR. In practice w e  deal he re  with the 
special k:nd of regional competition for  the resources of national funds. Such 
competition menifests itsel' in the  requirements of resource redistributior: among 
regions with different growth rates. 
The other  special features of regional problems a r e  their  long-range nature 
and the impossibility of solving such probiems within the framework of routine 
planning procedures and market economy conjunctures. The strategic horizon of 
policy directed to  solving these problems is clezr.  Some global and national 
socioeconomic tendencies have negative impacts on regional systems, which 
reinforced by inadequate policies, thus making great  demands on management 
methodology: how to  w e  cope with Lle increzsing dynamics znd instability of 
economic growth, and how do w e  overcome the negative impacts of unstable 
economics on social and ecological systems? 
To answer these questions it  is very important to  acknowledge that the decline 
of regional economy appears as a decline in companies' economies and leads to the 
growth of the average age of production funds, deceleration of technological inno- 
vation, and, finally, to decreasing efficiency, diminishing competitiveness. and a 
reduction of the market share  and employment. And, on the  other  hand, companies' 
prosperity always supports the  regional economy and leads to  successful solution 
of its socioeconomical problems. What do w e  know about the basic patterns of 
regional-company interactions? 
Traditionally, company strategic policy in regional terms is very contradic- 
tory. It is known that  corporate cost control has led in many countries, primarily 
to  the relocation of companies to areas of low-wage labor. The corporate quality- 
control in its turn allows plants with considerable R & D capacity to locate ir, 
areas that a r e  preferred by qualified workers. A t  the same time, in many cases. 
large urban regions in western couritries have no prospects with respect to job 
growth (Harrison, 1982). There is  z real  tendency for  high technology industrial 
companies to locate in areas with highly intensive R & D activities (Kochetkov, 
1977). There a r e  also may spatial strztegies for  in te rneea te  conpznies 
(Eekman, 1980; Malecki, 1980). 
A s  a f i r s t  general conclusion, w e  could. define the following regional- company 
parameters: 
Regional labor  markets affect zll of companies' basic strategies: technologi- 
cal, growth, diversification, and others.  
The regional infrastructure capacity influences rates of capital investment, 
plant modernization, production relocation, and consolidation of the  
company's economy. 
The regional spatial-functional cooperation of companies supports intensifi- 
cation of R & D ,  increasing corporate  technological capability and agglomera- 
tion. 
The regional ecological s y s t e m  determines the  permissible pollution level anc! 
adequate c r i te r ia  and standzrds f o r  functioning piants and factories. 
I t  is character is t ic  tha t  s t ructural  adaptation of regional and company 
economies in the  1980-1990s will undergo spatial regularit ies which are unlike 
mm,y feztures  of the  traditional mechanisms. New aspects of adaptation consist of 
increasing difficulties in balancing economic growth, resulting f o r  many countries 
in a perioc! of instability anc! rehabilitation, often appearing as t he  phenomena of 
also stabilization. In this state economic stabilization exists,  but if competitive- 
ness increases,  i t  inevitably disturbs t he  functioning of regional and company 
economies. It  forces  us t o  pay special attention t o  the  regional differences in the  
levels of technological reserves. The main problem h e r e  is the dynamics of a spa- 
tial division of labor  (Storper  and Walker, 1984). This means tha t  regions inevit- 
ably acquire distinctive specializztion, regularity tha t  becomes apparent  through 
corporate  functional activity, and hence we can talk of regional-company speciali- 
zation (Malecki. 1984). 
A t  the  same time these regularit ies cannot often reliably or ient  the  s t rategic  
policy of par t icular  companies, because such policy depends on many changeable 
factors  and situations. I t  oftec occurs  tha t  companies located in regions with 
growth potential cannot be su re  of reliable prospects because of the possible 
technoiogical impacts and s t ructural  changes in the  world economy. Traditional 
spatial  regularit ies a r e  also changed under t he  influence of new interregional net- 
works of telecommunications and computers - new ways of spatial-sectoral and 
company integration based on information technology. Taking all this together  
shows the  urgent need t o  build advanced, applied analytical methodologies that  will 
account f o r  the  key fac tors  and serve different users  when determining policy f o r  
the i r  special situations and dynamics. 
To reach  these objectives i t  is necessary to  achieve the  methodological 
novelty of a policy approach tha t  integrates approaches from regional sciences 
and policy experience on the  one hand and s trategic  management science and. 
experience on the  other .  This kind of integration draws together  a number of sys- 
tems analytical procedures: 
Theories of regional development, especially devoted t o  the  problems of 
s t ructural  change and the  analysis of regional and. company resource  czpabil- 
ities (Hoover, 1975; Anderssoc, 1981; Bzndman, 1981). 
The theory of s t rategic  management, especially t ha t  concerned with problems 
of organizational (company) response to  environment&l change (Ansoff, 1982; 
Po r t e r ,  1980; Albert, 1980; Rhenman, 1973; King and Cleland, 19178)). 
The ideas of B.E. Liddell Hart,  which show the cr i t ical  role  of indirect st=- 
tegies (Hart, 1984). 
Methods of long-term'forecasting as an integral p a r t  of the s t rztegic  policy 
approach (Godet. 1982: Naylor, 1983). 
Comprehensive approaches thz t  require  the close interlinking of development 
and management s t rategies  (Pe ters  and Waterman, 1982). 
Policy experience, accumulated at the  regionzl 2nd company level in Europe. 
Japan, the USA, and the USSR (Aganbegjan, 1979; Kelly, 1979; Clark, 1983; 
Printice,  1984; Po r t e r ,  1983). 
IIASA regional and company case studies, car r ied  out in the 1970s and the 
1980s (Knop. 1974, 1976.1977; Straszak, 1981). 
Decision-support systems, with part icular  application to  regional-company 
problems (King, 1983). 
Using these procedures  together  with systems analysis methodology, i t  could 
be possible t o  define the  general features  OF a new problem-solving approach tha t  
will allow the  design, evaluation. and pract ice of sound, long-term strategies  f o r  
both a s6able and a flexible development of regions and companies and of the i r  
interrelatiocs. 
This applied methodology aims t o  i m p ~ o v e  the ability of policymakers t o  
manage long-term socioeconomic development reliably and efficiently in a competi- 
tive environment. To sapport  the  implementation of advanced methodology i t  would 
be worthwhile to  p repa re  a special M a n u a l  fo r  policy-makers. Such a M a n u a l  
should be p r a c t i c d  in approach; i t  should aim t o  incorporate the various advance2 
concepts and analytical tools in the  actual procedures of s t rategic  policy-making 
f o r  regional and corpora te  business centers ,  as well as f o r  consulting firms and 
individual experts .  
The component pa r t s  of the  M a n u a l  should be: 
Shor t  descriptions of different types of problems and strategic policy studies, 
with the necessary information f o r  zp?lication to  making s trategic  choices at 
both regional and corzpany levels. It would be necesszry to  give he re  some 
conceptual recommendation about the identification of s t rategic  problems and 
policy guidelines in special situations thzt may be  faced by different regions 
and companies. 
Characteristics of t he  analytical tools of advanced s trategic  policy methodol- 
ogy: computerized calculation programs, assessment procedures (market, 
technology, investment, infrastructure,  employment, pollution), data  base 
direction accompanied by more o r  less detailed explanatory notes, schedules, 
figures, and so  on. 
A possible component of the M a n u a l  may also be sho r t  descriptions of actual 
case studies, which could il lustrate actual s t rategic  choices and implementa- 
tions. 
The potential users  of an advanced, s t rategic  policy methodology, both at +the 
regional and company levels, could be: 
More than 2000 large-scale regional authorities, including 330-350 policy- 
making centers  in the developed countries. 
More than 20 000 major business companies, including 10 000-12 C30 in 
deveioped countries,  which determine the  basic economic activity on nationaI 
and regional scales.  
National goverzment agencies engaged in te r r i to r ia l  distribution of indus- 
t r i es ,  capital ,  and infrastructure ,  as w e l l  as in solving social and environmen- 
ta l  protection problems. 
I~ t e rna t ionz l ,  nationa!, and regional r e sea rch  and business cen te rs  aimed at 
solving regional and company problems. 
Industrial development and investment promotion cen t e r s  in developing coun- 
t r ies .  
Some case studies have shown tha t  t he  po ten t id  efficiency of a rational 
'organization of s t ruc tura l  change in regional-company economies (RCEs) could 
increase economic growth rates by 2-CI, increase employment by 1.5-3.5% and 
reduce regional disparit ies in income level by -12-152 and more. Apart from the  
integrated zpproach to  RCE development, use of computerized calculations could 
additionally reduce the  required investment by a volume of 10-152 (Francis an2 
Pillai, 1973; Knop, 1974, 1976, 1977; Semushkin, 1977; Aganbeg jan, 1979). 
GENERAL METHODOLOGICAL OUTLINE 
I t  i s  possible t o  define t he  following general  out:ines f o r  an advanced metho- 
dology t o  solve s t ra teg ic  regional-company problems: 
(1) A widespread, comprehensive approach t o  developing local s t ra teg ies  at the  
regional a d  company level should be  expressed in terms of the  
regional-company economy as an  integrated system. The RCE approach is  
able to  put into operation more balanced s t ra teg ic  choices - t o  find ways of 
hc reas ing  competitiveness while observing social and environmental protec- 
tion equilibria. I t  i s  possible, of course,  tha t  due r ega rd  f o r  mutual regional- 
company interlinking c r i t e r i a  could Limit t he  projected e c o ~ o m i c  growth n te .  
(2) The acknowledgment tha t  sound RCE s t ra teg ic  development car, be achieved 
only on the  basis of z rational spa t id - sec tord  d i v i s ion  of Labor, which in 
tu rn  can  be well-grounded by a s t u d y  of RCE competitiveness. Such a divi- 
sion i s  formed as a generalization of specific product-line competitiveness of 
actual companies-located in a given region. 
(3) Modeling interdependent processes  between the RCE and the  competitive 
environment as a basis f o r  s t r u c t u r d  changes policy of a s t ra teg ic  nature.  
S t ruc tura l  change s t ra teg ies  (including technological aspects) could be con- 
sidered as long-term revitalization programs intended t o  r e s t o r e  national and 
international competitiveness of RCEs. 
( 4 )  Interregiond andysis of RGT competitiveness in the  national and interna- 
tional flamework will increase s t ra teg ic  policy validity and create possibili- 
t ies  f o r  more successful spatial  public policy. 
(5) Calculation of strategic act ion impLementation sequences, on the  basis of 
establishing problem prior i t ies ,  resources ,  an2 time character is t ics .  
( 6 )  Building the  strategic policy a i d s  system, based on advanced methods of com- 
puterized forecasting of RCE long-term development t o  give a new ezr ly  warn- 
ing system of com?etftiveness prospects  and of the  necessity fo r  s t ruc tc ra l  
changes. 
(7) Specia! attention t o  consider and search  f o r  reliable,  sound. s t ra tegies  of RCE 
development under possible conditions of economic stagnation o r  o the r  
unpredictable c ircumstances .  
3 e  methodological principles given above form the  analytical framework of a 
Strategic  Regional-Corr.pany Policy (SRCP). The show tha t  i t  is necessary t o  adopt 
existing regional and s t ra tegic  management methodologies t o  ensure a comprehen- 
sive view of t he  impacts of competition conditions on s t ra teg ic  behavior, taking 
into account the  probable product capabilities and the  fu ture  behavior of o the r  
competing systems. 
I t  is very important h e r e  t o  stress t he  positive ro l e  of t he  competitive 
mechanism. although many studies show the  connection between competitiveness 
and conflict. Bct if w e  look deepe r  w e  can see tha t  in these cases t h e  real reasons 
f o r  increasing conflict lies in political fac tors  o r  in t he  impact of an  incor rec t  pol- 
icy. Thus. w e  can aim t o  develop a positive ro le  fo r  t he  competitive mechanism in 
RCE development. Moreover, i t  is necessary t o  give competitiveness a new na ture  
based on the  planned, spatial  division of labor  organization, and on the  develop- 
ment of interregional and intercompany relationships. Only with this  approach is 
i t  possible t o  answer the most d i f f icd t  question: how t o  find reliable,  sound stra- 
tegies f o r  each RCE under intercompany, interregional, and international competi- 
t ive pressures. The main tool tha t  can help t o  answer this question is modeling of 
the  competitive situation. 
In accordance with advanced methodology requirements, a region should not 
be considered in t he  routine sense, but as a multiproduct line company and/or a se t  
of companies whose st,-ategic behavior depends on the  interactions of internal 
(economic s t ruc ture ,  social-ecological balance) and external  (competition 
environment) factors .  Such an  approach results because changes in t h e  economy 
occur ,  t o  a large extent ,  a t  t he  regional leve!, not only because of centralized, 
top-level policy directions, but a lso because of t he  b7;lsiness initiative as well-  
managed companies. 
These pat terns ,  until recent ly ,  only occur red  in t he  market economy coun- 
tries, but during the  1970s and 1980s i t  became apparen t  that  the East state-owned 
companies increased t h e i r  economic independence and corsiderably Sroadened 
the i r  sphe re  of s t ra teg ic  policy (Aganbegjar., 1979, Kochetkov, 1982). Such 
modern tendencies confirm the  possibility, and necessity, of considering RCE as a 
new objective, in total  o r  in multicomponents, of s t ra teg ic  policy related t o  both 
pr ivate  and state-owned compvlies in the W e s t  and state-owned companies in t he  
East. To make this  task more pract ical  and to  use the  methodology f o r  compara- 
t ive analysis, i t  is necessary to study how to define and calculate competitiveness 
f o r  West and East companies. 
A p t r t  from that ,  t h e r e  is a st rong constraint on modeLing conditions of com- 
petitiveness a t  a regional level. The s t ra tegic  long-range na ture  of policies 
directed t o  solving miversa1  problems of economic instability and economic- 
social-ecological conflicts a t  t h e  regional-company level determines tha t  only a 
limited number of companies can be  considered as s t ra teg ic  units. I t  is not possi- 
ble and it is not worthwhile t o  account f o r  the  complete spectrum of regional prob- 
lems and regional organizations. Strategically focused policy mainly aims t o  find 
basic alternatives of sound and sustainable development of regional-company 
economies, balanced by a limited range of key social and environmental protection 
parameters.  
SRCP is designed t o  provide policymakers with tools and data  f o r  adciressing a 
variety of general issues: 
What a r e  the structural,  long-term environmental changes (constraints) and 
competitive requirements that essentially influence the strategic behavior of 
regional-company systems? 
What a r e  the key characteristics of regional-company systems that a r e  
closely connected with environmental changes? 
What models a r e  available of relationships (interaction processes) between 
environment and regional-company systems? How can such systems increase 
their  strategic capability for  flexible and well-timed responses to  a shifting 
competitive environment? 
What determines the success and failure of SRCP? What does this say about 
international managerial expertise? 
These general issues, in turn, need to be considered in more detail in the light 
of practical questions: 
What long-term product Line specialization is most effective for  a given RCE, 
taking into account its natural, production, human, and other  resources 
(which determine its strategic advantages and competitive positions)?* 
Which m a r k e t s  ( m a r k e t  segments), and where, a r e  suitable for  a given RCE 
under certain structural conditions and competitive environments? 
What time trend of structural changes is acceptable, taking into account the 
balance between short-, medium-, and long-term objectives? 
What performance of RCE could characterize it  as the most sound and well- 
balanced (among the RCEs)? 
What specific social and environmental characteristics and consequences 
associated with given strategic. structural,  and m a r k e t  changes are normal? 
What is needed (for example in relation to state support of new high- 
technology ventures) to maintain and develop production in the declining 
regional-company segments? 
The research needed to answer these questions should originate from a 
deeper understanding of the patterns in regional-company system behavior and 
should aim a t  resolving the difficult problem of how to connect explanatory theory 
with organizational design and computerized analytical techniques. There a r e  two 
key components of investigation of regional-company systems' strategic behavior: 
(1) Exploration of the existing and potential capability, and of the competi- 
tive situation. 
(2) An evaluation of strategic choice. 
This means that the  advanced methodology fo r  SRCP should be directed a t  analyz- 
ing and designing the competitive capabilities of t h e  regional-company system. 
Competitive capability as a key  notion of SRCP could be described by the following 
features: 
I t  is important  t o  deve lop  t h e  concept  o f  wlde product s t r a t e g i e s ,  embracing t h e  not ion "product" 
in  d i f f e r e n t  k i n d s  of bus ines s .  T h i s  means  t h a t  s p e c i a l  product l i n e s  t h a t  a r e  inherent  in  reg ions ,  
R & D, manpower inves tment ,  and i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  a c t i v i t i e s ,  a s  we11 a s  i n  pollution, a r e  considered.  
(1) Strategic behavior, objectives, and constraints. 
(2) Characteristics of regional economic s tructure.  
(3) Reliability, adaptability, and productivity characteristics.  
(4) Characteristics of the  market competition. 
In o rde r  to  capture the impact of the competitive environment on the  
regional-company system is i s  necessary t o  built2 a methodology tha t  closely links 
the regional-company internal s t ruc ture  with the  interregional trade-flow struc- 
ture.  The actual purpose of s t rategic analysis he re  is not only t o  account fo r  the  
competition conditions, but also t o  use given knowledge to develop the  capacity of 
the  companies to restore (independently o r  in cooperation with state 
agencies/other regions/other companies) their  competitive efficiency through 
product, technology, market, and organization s trategies  during all +ages of the  
long-term perspective. One of the  key character is t ics  of the competitive environ- 
ment that has  a decisive impact on strategic choice i s  the  level of competition 
intensity. There i s  a sha rp  distinction between high- and low-intensity competition 
because these types of competition environment directly determine the  necessary 
scale of s t ructural  changes in the regional-company economy. Correspondingly, 
one of the mzh thrus ' t  of SRCP research  is to c rea te  a methodology tha t  will 
diminish the intensity of interregional conflicts on the  basis of the determination 
of preferable economic s t ruc tures  f o r  each region. 
It  is rewarding to  study SRCP at four  basic levels of methodological 
knowledge: philosophical, conceptual models, tool models, and czse studies (see 
Figure 1). This procedure can contribute to  translating a promising methodologi- 
cal system into a practical problem-solving approach. 
BASIC PHILOSOPHY 
The basic hypothesis of a LIASA approach i s  L5at a successful SRCP depends to 
a significant extent on the  key character is t ics  of t he  relationships (interaction 
processes) between the  environment and organizations (business a n t  social stra- 
tegic units) in the regions concerned. The nature of the interactior. process 
requires  us to explore and model i t ,  not at the level of a separa te  region o r  com- 
pany, but at a higher level tha t  embraces both the regional-company systems and 
the  external environment in which they function. 
To give such a hypothesis a more constructive cha rac te r ,  i t  i s  worthwhile t o  
support i t  with some basic philosophical principles, tha t  could be considered as 
axioms: 
The dual consideration of SRCP: 
(1) A s  a joint subsystem of s t rategic national a n t  international management. 
(2) As relatively separa te  information systems. 
The need f o r  correspondence between the complexity or diversity of the sub- 
ject of SRCP, in o ther  words between 'the system itself and models of t he  sys- 
tem, between the  concrete goals of policy and the methods chosen t o  achieve 
them. etc.  
The realization tha t  incomplete formal descriptions may be supplemented by 
using exper t  exzminations 2nd policymaker's decisions. 
FIGURE 1. Application of systems vla lys is  Methodology t o  t h e  solution of 
region&-compar.y problems. 
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The consideration of apparent  conflicts as t he  driving forces  behind 
socioecocomic development of regional-company systems. 
The multistructural nature of regional-company systems, and the  need to  
kumanize the development of production, ~ r g ~ i z z t i o n ,  social, and ecological 
s t ruc tures  tha t  they encompass. 
The genetic program approach: building s t rztegies  as evolutionary s teps  f o r  
the  long-term goals of the  company, within the  framework of regional, 
national. and international environmental constraints. 
The . learning approach: achievement of s t rategic  flexibility of regional- 
company system behavior through learning actions directed toward an 
increasing s t rategic  management capability. 
The dual approach t o  SRCP is largely manifested in e f for t s  to include and 
rationalize, as f a r  as possible, all of t he  significant .external economic relation- 
ships of the systems. Such relationships link each of the companies and the i r  
regional sets with external  cen ters  of policymaking, and also with o the r  companies 
and regional systems. Examination of these external  relationships is needed t o  
determine the  necessary development of conjugated business, social, and ecologi- 
ca! sectors;  to  evaluate external  constraints on the  dynamics and scale  of struc- 
tural  changes; and to  calculate the  co,mect efficiency of the i r  realization in the  
framework of regionz: systems. I t  is important, also, to consider t h e  differences 
between economic, on the  one hand, and social-ecological components of regional 
systems, on the  o the r  hand (ir, other  w o r b  between business companies and the i r  
regional environment). There a r e  no implicit constraints in the  development of 
spatial economic relationships. A t  t h e  same time, the  principle property of 
social-ecological segments of regional sys tems,  i.e. t he i r  natural and functional 
integrity, is  expiained by the i r  largely local nature.  A t  the  cu r r en t  Level of habi- 
tat organization this kind of integrity can only be achieved over  a relatively lim- 
ited =ea. But, though this spatial  a r e a  keeps expanding as t he  s t ruc ture  
develops, t he  local features  of social-ecological subsystems remain intact for a 
long time. Their localized (space-limited) nature (as usual in the  framework of 
regional settlement systems) makes it  inevi4able tha t  social-ecological management 
be performed mair.1~ locally. This presupposes a leading ro le  for t h e  regional- 
local level of management in tackling social and natural  environmental problems, 
and tha t  t he  appropriate  functions, powers, and resources  be vested with the  
regional-local authorities. 
According to t he  second and third basic axioms outlined above, t h e  policymak- 
ing process will inevitably be complicated, taking into consideration a se t  of spa- 
tial and sectoral  (internal and external)  feedbacks, as wel l  as t he  time intervals 
between s trategic  actions and the i r  effects. And, of course,  some qualitative tech- 
niques wil l  be needed to evaluate exogenous parameters in t he  formal model, to 
c rea t e  the  r ight  conditions f o r  involving policymakers and exper t s  in t he  
decision-making process,  and t o  in te rpre t  the  resul ts  of t h e  quantitative calcula- 
tions. At t he  same time, because of an  inevitably incomplete description of the  
regional-company system i t  i s  necess&"y to  combine formal and informa! analytical 
methods. 
3 i s  means also tha t  the  initial basic calculation of strategic  choice should be 
c o ~ s i d e r e d  only as a pzth tha t  is  close to  the  ideal; one tha t  approaches reality 
reqcires  regular  revision of objectives and me- priorit ies,  and p rope r  coArec -  
tion of s t rategic ,  tacticzl,  znc! operational actions. One could szy that  the  mzin 
metholologicaI aim is not t o  build a system tha t  can find the  future struct.draI. 
change parameters,  but to  build 2 systemthzt is able to conduct regular  analysis of 
chznging, corzpetitive envirocmental irzpacts. 
The nature of regional-company development is also c!osely connected with 
o the r  basic tenets of systems analysis methodology, which presuppose tha t  i t  is 
zlwzys necessary to  znalyze the  vzrious cor.f:icts that  a r i se  during the.process  of 
7o:icymaking and lrr.plemer,tation. T'nis mezcs tha t  i t  is  necesszry t o  co~sc ioas ly  
b ~ i l d  a conflict-behavior basis f o r  the qualitative s t rategic  anzlysis models, 
because only this approzch can er.sare that  t he  models a r e  realistic.  A s  shown i?. 
Figure 2 the  basic conflict cor;..?rises t he  generz: inadequacy of managexen: sys- 
t e m  ir. the face of the  recuirernents of dynznically develop~zg production forces.  
This ref lects  the well-knowr. idea that  socioeconomic conflicts cannot be overcome 
automatically. At tke  same time, in pract ice t h e r e  are serious difficulties ir. 
correct ly  explaining and soundly managing s t ructural  changes in regions and com- 
panies. Available izformation on the  future directions of RCE development is ofter. 
inconsistent o r  inadequate. This frequently r e s d t s  in the  underestimation of 
fatre groblems o r  crit ical competitive factors ,  mxeliability of forecasts,  znd 
undue concentration or: cu r r en t  Issues (as a way to reduce the uncertainty).  The 
predonir,ant!y narrow, and monociisciglinary, approach frequently encountered 
cannot account f o r  the  real diversity and interdependence of s t rategic  objectives 
acd tools. 
The inability of decision-making centers  t o  cope with i.nfo,nation flows resul ts  
ic  the development of and unpredicted latent processes withir, 3SZ 
development. At t he  repionzl level, the  limitation of avzilable power causes z con: 
siderzble wastage of time in making w.d implementing s t rategic  decisions. Ar. 
approxizate  set of rec;ciremer,ts derived from analysis of mmzgemect i,ls~*ficien- 
cies i s  shown in Figcre 3. In addition, t he re  is frequently organizational resis- 
tznce !OW flexiSffity) wher, i t  comes to redirecting s t rategies  in respocse to  
environmental change. Improvements in SRCP should be directed toward the  iden- 
tificztion and analysis of different contradictions, which would allow: 
(L) A deeper  understanding of the  external  and internal relationships of 
(2) The possibility of accounting f o r  t he  more fundamental conflicts ( for  
instulce,  between economic and socioecological subsystems) and to  
znzlyze o the r  cocflicts t o  do with incorrect  golicy (for  e x a ~ ? l e ,  between 
t h e  diversity of RCZ ~ r o b l e m s  and the   relative!^ formal models used). 
!t is especially inportant  t o  emphasize the  close liriks between the  various 
zxioms of the  conflicting and polystructured nature of regional-cornp-y systems 
(Danilov-Darxilym and Zavelsky, 1975). This presupposes s t rategic  policy a c t i o ~ s  
that  recognize the  need f o r  balance between economic, social, ecological, u ld  
orgacizational s t ~ ~ c t u r e s ,  taking into account the i r  various features  and dynanic 
aspects.  Compatibility between these main aspects of s t rategic  choice may w e l l  be 
only a temporary phenomenoc. To achieve such compatibility, as wel l  a s  a dynamic 
charac te r ,  i t  is necessary t o  ensure tha t  the  SRCP exhibits z high level of reliabil- 
ity and adaptability. Some deviations from ideal behavior a r e ,  of course,  inevit- 
able in all actual situations, and successful management really involves the  ability 
to  keep such deviations within cer tain bomds, or. the  basis of delaying techniqnes 
o r  o the r  compensatory mechanisms. Ir. this connectior. it is quite useful to  intro- 
duce the  notion of a "preferred structure" f o r  RCE. From this point of view, SXC? 
zcti0r.s should provide the  minimum amount of deviation from the  parameters that  
define such a p re fe r r ed  s t ruc ture ,  whilst maintaining the  dyzar ic  p r o p o r t i o ~ s  
between productior., social, ecological, and organizationzl requirements. The main 
diffic7dty h e r e  is  to achieve compatibility Setweer. L?e inciividx! interests  of the  
different business units thz t  f o r z  the  organizational (cornpacy) s t rxct ;~-e cf 
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FIGUHE 3. Systems analysis of basic management requirements. 
Hence, it follows f i r s t  tha t  regional-company systems could be studied as spa- 
tially loca!ized, coaplex, large-scale organizations tha t  a r e  associated with a cer -  
tain character is t ics  s t rategic  behavior, aimed at the achievement of broad 
economic, social, ecological, znd organizztional objectives. 3is explanation 
determines the wide corresponding concept of the effectivenness of RCE strategic  
alternatives. 
A t  the  same time, the  need t o  achieve long-term stability in the  prefer red  
s t ruc ture  f o r  RCE development (to avoid marked deviztions and make i t  possible to  
re turn  t o  the  p re fe r r ed  position) i l lustrate the  increasingly important role  of 
long-term strategic  planning. 
The application (as bzsic axioms) of a genetic program and learning approach 
should have a significant effect  on the  successful resolution of any conflicbts aris- 
ing from RCE development. 
3 e  basic requirements of the genetic program approach in consideration of 
SRC? alternatives are: 
Evolutionary gradual changes, implemented in the  interaction process  
between system and environment; this  is the  impact of intermediate resul ts  on 
the  s t rategic  behavior of RCE. 
Possibilities of realization tha t  a r e ,  t o  a certain degree,  dependent on plural 
conditions, both internal and e x t e n d .  m e r e f o r e ,  s t rategic  results are 
always a modification of plans and wishes related t o  RCE. 
A system whose parameters  become stable as the  RCE evolves toward the  
achievement of i ts  purpose. 
A system whose subsystems have various dynamics of change. Therefore it is 
necessary t o  integrate subsystems behavior to  achieve RCE stable growth. 
A system t o  c r ea t e  long-range growth impdses f o r  RCE. 
Thus, the genetic program approach explicitly warns against too simplified a 
design f o r  an RCE. It  is  especially important t o  emphasize one of the consequences 
of the genetic program approach, namely that  t he re  is no single, co r r ec t  basis f o r  
the a priori formulation of t he  c r i te r ia  system f o r  testing the validity of s t rategic  . 
alternatives. Experience of s t rategic  management pract ice shows the  very low 
probability, a priori ,  of finding a suitable compromise betweer, all the  economic, 
social, and environmental-protection requirements, and the  interests  of companies. 
Such 2 compromise can only emerge in Lhe course of t he  policymaking process,  
where i t  depends heavily on the  construction of t he  complete decision-making algo- 
r i t hn .  In i ts  turn,  the  learning approach,  based on fixing monitoring and control 
subsystems within s t rategic  policy systems, is oriented toward increasing the capa- 
bility and adaptability of management. 
CONCEPT MODEL 
The general scheme of t he  conceptual model f o r  SRCP may be described by 
the  following principles: 
Accounting f o r  t he  determinant role  of technological fac tors  in raising 
regional-company economic competitiveness. 
Maicing international, national, regional, and company strategic  policies con- 
sistent with one another  on the  basis of the  spatial division o: labor.  
Achieving long-term economic, social, and ecological balance in the frame- 
work of regional-company systems. 
Achieving s t rategic ,  tactical,  and operational balance. 
Adapting promptly to changing s trategic  priorit ies of objectives and means. 
Integrating informative, economic, social organizational, and legal s t rategic  
management mechanisms. 
Combining d i rec t  and indirect strategies.  
Integrating s t rategic  policymaking and implementation. 
Designing cooperative systems strategically. 
These conceptual principles taken together  describe the  nonnative behavior 
of regional-company systems, and should c rea t e  the  conditions f o r  achieving com- 
petitive advantages f o r  a given system in accordznce with t h e  available resources 
and policy capability. 
According t o  these principles t he  key problem f o r  SRCP is  t o  establish t h e  
co r r ec t  interaction between economic investment-production- product-market'and 
technological changes, taking into account as much as possible of t he  range of 
social and ecological consequences of this interdependence. The main difficulty 
h e r e  is  t h e  conflicting na ture  of technological innovations, such tha t  no single pat- 
t e rn  of structural change exists (Nijkamp, 1983). The routine measures are h e r e  
directed t o  alleviating developing th rea t s  (unemployment, pollution). But, in prac- 
t ice,  this method has more failures than successes. 
It  is  important t o  note tha t  t h e  ro le  of technological fac tors  in t he  economic 
growth mechanism is  not understood. t o  t h e  necessary degree. In many cases  
regional recession is accompanied by technological sbagnation and a priority i s  
given t o  financial s t rategies .  This means tha t  the  accelerated role  of technologi- 
cal innovation often occurs  only in theory. A more comprehensive s t rategic  
approach focuses on t h e  problem of raising the  effectiveness of technological 
development as a resource  and controlling variable with practically unlimited pos- 
sibilities. And the  sound RCE alternatives include, of course,  measures for achiev- 
ing more balance in t he  social and ecological aspect of technological and economic 
changes. This means tha t  t h e  r ea l  problem i s  devolved to  t he  c o r r e c t  'application 
of s t rategic  tools to t he  technological progress.  This i s  at present ,  probably, the 
real mission of SRC? and w e  intend to develop some advanced methodological 
instruments for long-range technological impact analysis, with active utilization in 
decision making and decision implementation. 
Taking into account t h e  dominant ro le  of technological factors in increasing 
RCE competitiveness, t he  following directions f o r  analyzing and modeling techno- 
logical choice in t he  process  of SRCP may be formulated: 
Consideration of R & D strategies  and technological capability as an 
endogenous factor and a star t ing poir,t f o r  accelerating economic growth, and 
increasing productivity and competitiveness. 
Modeling technological development on the  basis of an information se t ,  which 
character izes  each technology - technical, economic, social, ecological, t em-  
poral,  and others.  
Modeling techcologica! development by taking into accocnt export  o r i e ~ t a t i o n  
of t he  RCE basic inlustr ia l  sectors;  this  examines the  aim t o  produce in these 
sectors  low-price, high-quality products with advanced technology. 
Modeling technological choice a s  a factor  in the stabilization of RCE long-term 
development by balancing low-risk and high-risk projects.  This means an  
approach t o  technological development modeling as a multicomponent process. 
Modeling technological choice a s  an alternative means t o  balance the social 
and ecological aspects  of RCE development. 
Modeling technological choice both in entering the  market with a new prodcct,  
which insures technological advantages, and in improving the productior, 
processes of existing products, resulting in reduced cost and improved qual- 
ity. 
Taking into account prospective changes in market pr ices  from the  
consumer's point of view, projected changes in demands. production and 
organizational s t ruc tu re  of companies (especially in relation of diversifica- 
tion), and o the r  anticipated changes in RCE development. 
Modeling technological s t rategies  taking into consideration the i r  iife cycles 
and the  possibility of coinciding with economic activity dynamics; this means 
modeling technological development of RC'Es as a dynamic multiphase process  
with substitution of one technology by another.  
Modeling the  appropriate  speed of diffusion and adoption of technological 
innovations among RCEs, taking into account differences in regional condi- 
tions (social, economic, and cultural); firm's scale; R & D level; fixed 'avail- 
able resource potential; as well as the  impact of competition level within 
RCEs. 
Modeling technological developments in RC'Es tha t  a r e  of different scale 
according t o  t he  duration of the  s t rategic  horizon (short, middle, o r  long 
term). 
Modeling technological impact on employment in RCEs, in the  context of 
economic growth rates and restructur ing intersectoral  processes. 
Increasing the  ro le  of internal and external  company cooperation in develop- 
ing RCE technological capability. 
In developing structural change alternztives i t  is necessary to account f o r  
the  pulsating nature of technological changes, according t o  which periods of quan- 
t i tative changes of evolutionary accumulation transmits into periods of qualitative 
revolutionary leaps. There are t h r ee  basic phases of technological. progress  
(Yakovecs, 1984). 
First ,  the  more common choice t o  change the  product/process models within 
the  same technology generation. Second, the  model choice can be made through 
replacement of t he  technological generation, while remaining within the  existing 
technical level of the  economy. Third, the choice, of product/process models 
could be  linked to t he  appearance of fundamental new technologies, which qualita- 
tively determine the  transition of runs  of o ther  model generations. Each of these 
technological t rends adds i t s  par t icular  contribution to the  s t ructural  changes of 
t he  regional-company economy. Practically,  f o r  phases o ther  than fundamental 
technological revolution, it i s  more efficient t o  focus resources in the  
regional-company level f i r s t  on the  modernization of existing product/process 
models. On the  o ther  hand, during a technological revolution the re  is the  prospect 
of resolutely refusing routine choices and making s t ruc tura l  changes based on 
transmission t o  the  more promising technological models. 
Of course,  the  r ea l  choice depen& on many situational factors:  RCE scale,  
internalization level, resources  availability, mvlagement capability, etc., Sc t  i t  is 
worthwhile t o  keep the  solutior, s e t  within the framework of the  rnzir, choices 
described above. Many researchers connect modern technological revolution with 
such discoveries a s  computers, microprocessors, genetic engineering, biotecknol- 
ogy, etc. These discoveries essentially influence the structural  changes by wzy of 
production robotizztion, flexible an6 unwasted technologies, the creation of new 
materizls, and new kinds of technical links. The other  side of the pulsating nzture 
of technological development is connected with the  uneven dynamics of aging 
processes in the basic industries of RCEs. As a result the re  are obsolete manufac- 
turing plznts and factories eroding the REC competitive edge. Because of this it  is  
worthwhile to  include in analytical models of SRCP indicators of the average age of 
the RCE industrial plants. In the 1980s efficient RCEs have an average age of 
manufacturing plant of about 7-8 years. A t  the same'time, RCEs with increasingly 
obsolescent plants of average age more than 10-12 years  (in some cases 15-20 
years) have lost their  competitive positions. There is a correspondence between 
indicators of RCE competitiveness and the average age of industrial plants. There- 
fore increasing RCE competitiveness in the framework of long-term structural- 
change alternatives presupposes that the corresponding dynamics (diminishing) of 
average age in the basic industries should be reflected in adequate investments in 
high technology and modernization of manufacturing plants. 
It  is very impopant also to  note that there exists a great  diversity of compet- 
ing strategies, which could be adopted by different RCEs (Arthur, 1984). In the 
1970s and 1980s exploratory scientific analysis greatly exceeds the  possibilities 
of implementation. !r: fact,  in each RCE only a Limited number of potentially effi- 
cient technologies have been implemented. Many others  (among the remaining) 
could be just as promising, but do not have some of the initial adeptatior, advan- 
tages. Thus, i t  is not necessary to follow advanced competitors and adopt the same 
technologies. If RCE has a sufficiently high technology-adaptztion capability, i t  
could adopt a competing technology that is not yet implemented. By technology 
adaptation capability of an RCE w e  understand he re  the  combination of a 
company's R & D capacity, investment potential, management capability, and the 
region's infrastructure and labor market capacity. 
For modeling RCE competitiveness it is important, therefore, that each RCE 
has the choice to be an imitator o r  adopter of new technologies. The lat ter  
requires developing z technology adaptatior, capability. And the additional diffi- 
culty here  is to predict in advance and reLiably the potential sha-e of the market 
taken by each competing technology. 
The second conceptual principle deals with how to  integrate objectives and 
resources, taking into account the multilevel nature of the SRCP and regularities 
of the sectoral-spatial division of labor in the  real world. Policy improvements 
arising from the  integration of policy levels are :  
Building a coherent methodology fo r  SRCP as an interaction mechanism 
between the main levels of policymaking (to counteract the simple reflection 
of external conditions). This requires a careful analysis of the external rela- 
tionships of regional-company systems, taking into account the efficiency of 
division of labor and the  changing environment. 
A broad consensus seems to be emerging at all levels of policymaking that 
there  is the need for  rigorous measures to res tore  RSE productivity and com- 
petitiveness on the basis bridging the widening technological gap that exists 
between different RCEs, especially in key high-technology fields. 
Modeling RCEs a s  a structural,  specialize2 par?. of national and iriternetiona! 
economies and, a t  the same time, a s  a relatively whole system. 
It is important t ha t  t he  sharpness  of RCE competitiveness and the  intensity of 
conflicts be diminished on the  basis of the rational spatial  division of l abor  at 
national 2nd international levels. The broad framework of SRCP covers  the  con- 
plete national network of RCEs (and in some cases t he  network of RCXs of neigh- 
boring countries) and allows study of the  s t ra tegy 's  efficiency in internalization of 
the  economics. 
The third principle, namely t ha t  SRCP must not only aim t o  receive some com- 
petitive advantages, but also try t o  achieve an  economic (production) and 
social-ecological (environmental protection) balance. requi res  multi-%disciplinary 
study and design work on the  basic s t ruc tura l  proportions of regional-company 
development. This could be  achieved in t he  following way: 
Acc'ounting f o r  t he  self-organizing na ture  of social and environmental 
processes  within t he  framework of regional systems, as well as existing differ- 
ences  between the  interests  of different social groups, and 
social-demographic character is t ics .  
Preventing. as far as possible, any negative social and ecological conse- 
quences of RCE development (whether instantaneous o r  cumulative), through 
the  use of long-tern: forecasts.  
Recognizing the  significant ro le  of intuitive predictions and informal expe r t  
evaluations of social and ecological balances, such as permissible o r  accept- 
able  charac te r i s t ics  fo r  employment. migration, earned  income levels, etc. 
Taking into account environmental protection effects over  a projected t i m e  
horizon. 
Implementing the  most effective environmental protection measures - 
manufacture of pollutant-free products. At t he  same time, at presen t  the  
main problem of RCE development is to minimize t h e  costs of meeting environ- 
mental quality s tandards (Orishimo, 1982). 
The main difficulty h e r e  f o r  many countries is  t o  p re se rve  existing and create 
new jobs under  the  broad implementation of new technologies using computers and 
microelectronics. Now f t  becomes clear that  job losses in RCEs with old, obsolete 
industries are inevitable. At the  same t i m e ,  t he  location of new industries is very 
selective. In some RCEs jobs may be  lost  because of t he  unemployment impact when 
just one company chain in t h e  framework launches a sequence of aangerous 
socioeconomical processes,  which from the  synergism principle re inforces  t he  
common negative effect  of unemployment, in effect a vicious circle. If such a cir-  
cle exists,  t he  task of SRCP is  to initially define those regional system chains 
which could collapse. To find such weak points using SRCP implies the  application 
of a s t ra teg ic  diagnosis module. 
Perhaps  t he  most difficult aspect of SRCP is to decide what determines t h e  
stmtegic-tactical-opemtiond balance in the  process  of decision-making and 
decision implementation. Balance of planning horizons could be  provided through 
the  introduction of t h e  so-called rolling plan system. Note tha t ,  as the  t i m e  bounds 
of urban planning increase,  t he  dependence of the i r  framework on existing 
economic influences diminishes, because more and more constmints  are in some 
way related t o  t he  f ac to r s  concerne2. In the  long term, t h e r e  are inevitable 
s t ruc tuml  changes in economies because of t h e  introduction of new technologies, 
t h e  exhaustion of natural  resources ,  etc. Hence t h e r e  will b e  great differences 
between models developed f o r  the long-term and those f o r  the  mediurn- and. short-  
term. For  example, it i s  difficult to  uses t h e  pr ice  market mechanism to  choose 
long-tern: s t ra tegies:  no less difficult to  forecast  are product demands, taking into 
account t h e  chzngeable na t c r e  of product lines. Another aspec t  of balancing plan- 
ning horizons Lies in t he  two-headed policy: increasing competitiveness in t he  
short-  and medium-term is  placed mainly within t he  already existing s t ruc ture  of 
RCE; in t he  longer perspect ive new fields of industrial activity become important. 
According t o  the  fifth principle i t  is necessary t o  reexamine regularly t h e  
pr ior i t ies  of t he  various objectives and m e ~ x ~ ,  s o  as t o  increase the  adaptability 
of SRCP. Specific economic and political circumstances, as well as t he  more press- 
ing problems e n c o u ~ t e r e d  in the  functioning and development of RCEs, determine 
the  r e a l  changes in pr ior i t ies ,  including management mechanisms. Such priority 
changes closely co r r e l a t e  with t he  predominance of different economic fac tors  and 
long-term investment t rends,  taking into account scientific-technological predic- 
tions and o t h e r  projected suppLies and demmd. New prior i t ies  should re f lec t  t he  
increasing importance of fac tors  such as information and time deficiency, 
economic growth stability, and i t s  balancing with socioecological aspects. I t  is  
important tha t  t h e  corresponding pr ior i t ies  also predominate in management 
design. From this  point of view i t  is  increasingly t h e  ro l e  of long-term planning t o  
include s t ruc tura l  change adaptation mechanisms. Therefore,  SRCP cannot be  
shaped at once; i t  i s  an  uninterrupted and continual process.  
The important component p a r t  of SRCP tha t  accounts f o r  changes in pr ior i t ies  
of objectives and m e a n s  should be, as declared ea r l i e r ,  some compensation 
mechanisms. Among them should be considered the  idea of forming, at t h e  national 
level, a special investment section to s ~ p p o r t  RCEs with obsolete s t ructures .  Such 
a fund could stimulate economic activity of companies and help reestablish social 
and ecological balances. 
One of t h e  main approaches t o  validate the  change of pr ior i t ies  of RCE 
development involves t h e  SRCP life-cycle concept, which allows forecasting of t he  
competitiveness of company's product lines. 
One of t he  most striking outcomes of applying the  SRCP principles discussed 
above i s  t he  increasing unity between management mechanisms (Kochetkov, 1982). 
There are a number of basic types of s t ra teg ic  management mechanisms; informa- 
tion, economic, social, administrative, and legal. Each of these  has  i t s  own specific 
character is t ics  and ways of influencing the  controlled system. Just zs 
regional-company systems cannot be t rea ted  as a simple aggregate  of t he i r  consti- 
tuent elements, so  s t ra teg ic  management mechanisms, Sy the i r  very nature ,  cannot 
be  isolated processes,  external  to each o ther ,  but must form an integral s y s t e m .  
The occasional uncoordinated action of any of these  mechanisms, or  a lag in t he  
development of any one of them. inevitably leads t o  distortions in t h e  functioning of 
t h e  regional-company system as a whole. In pract ice ,  the  traditional approach 
simplifies t h e  relationships involved in t he  overall  balance of RCE development and 
a t taches  only minor significance t o  the  social c r i t e r i a  of decision making. But the 
focus of SRCP nowadays i s  shifting toward t h e  whole socioeconomic mechanism. 
This involves t he  use of economic policy tools, reinforced by elements of personal- 
ity development, cultural; orientation, development of value and normative charac-  
ter is t ics ,  and material and moral encouragement. 
The seventh principle stipulates t h e  inclusion of a traditional set of resource 
st ra tegies  (these maybe called d i rec t  s t ra tegies)  and some indirect ones (Hart, 
1984). There are two sphe re s  of s t ra tegic ,  indirect actions: 
(1) The zone of t he  human factor .  
(2) Possibility of maneuvers. 
The main idea in using indirect s t ra tegies  is t o  overcome o r  diminish the  resis tance 
associated. with implementing new regional-company s t ra tegies .  Such resistance 
has  a number of well-known causes: iner t ia  of thinking; the  use of outdated, tradi- 
tional means; bureaucratism; a narrow disciplinary approach;  etc. To overcome 
these problems, indirect s t ra tegies ,  including cultural education and training, may 
be used. The Functional goals of indirect s t ra tegies  are intended to  reveal  and 
utilize t he  s t rength of regional-company systems, t o  increase t he  capability of 
SRCP in relation t o  res is tance,  and t o  focus means and e f for t s  on t he  key direc- 
tions of urban s t ra teg ic  policy. Different types of maneuvers are used in indirect 
s t ra tegies ,  including investment, time, and organization. In this  way objectives can 
be  achieved with relatively limited resources  through concentrating them in a cer- 
tain place and at the  appropr ia te  time. 
The eighth principle stipulates building implementability into SRCP, oriented 
mainly t o  improving the  decision-making process (Ansoff, 1982). In accordance 
with this principle i t  i s  necessary to provide a careful  preparat ion of t he  imple- 
mentation conditions already present  in t he  policymaking process.  I t  is important 
tha t  the  pr ice  market mechanism itself is not able  to put into prac t ice  s t ruc tura l  
change s t ra tegies .  Some weaknesses also character ize  the  existing d i rec t  (budget 
policy) and. indirect (taxation policy) mechanisms of public regulation. Therefore.  
w e  can make h e r e  t w o  main remarks.  First ,  the  main ro le  in this implementation 
process  should belong to t he  planning system, but as t h e  s t ra teg ic  horizon shor- 
tens, s o  the  role  of t he  market mechanism will increase.  Second, t o  overcome the  
dangerous, unbakaced s tage of regional-company development i t  i s  possible to use 
a range  of s t ra teg ic  compensatory mechanisms (see t he  fifth principle), tha t  
return the regional system t o  a balanced state. Of course,  t he  predominant role 
among such mechanisms belongs t o  economic structural changes, which establish 
t he  new proportions in t he  na ture  of t he  regional-company system. 
The successful implementation of s t ra teg ic  actions depends on the  establish- 
ment of regional consensus among decision-making cen te rs  as to t h e  cor rec tness  of 
the s t ra teg ic  policy. The consensus fac tor  directly presupposes t he  involvement 
of companies in t he  processes  of s t ra tegic  decision-making and decision implemen- 
tation in t he  region, and practically implies the  building of s t ra teg ic  actions in the 
framework of t he  integrated regional-company policy. 
The eighth principle presupposes the use of special means, including 
mathematical models and computerized techniques. Among the  most imporCant 
fea tures  of the  concept of s t ra teg ic  implementability is  t o  account f o r  time lags 
between capital  investments and the  resultant effects. I t  is extremely important t o  
synchronize different time lags when constructing the  integrated investment lag 
f o r  t he  RCE as a whole. 
The ninth principle emphasizes t he  importance of the  SRCP cooperation 
mechanism, s o  as t o  promote t he  efficient use of resources  with increasing demand 
and investment capability. The effective solution to this  problem implies the  coor- 
dination of activities of companies within regions and among RCEs as a whole, since 
t he  extent  of t he i r  cooperation in t he  R & D, investment, production, and o the r  
processes  can have a considerable effect  on the  timing, quality, and efficiency of 
t he  en t i re  policy. Accordingly, new strategic  policy techniques, including the  
program-oriented approach,  matrix organizational s t ruc tures ,  improved coordina- 
tion and cooperation through negotiations, a n  the  involveme~t  of contracting 
mechanisms, must be  introduced. 
The conceptual principles described above essentially deal with questions of 
how to achieve regional-company competitive advantages on the  basis of 
integration of objectives an2 resources,  short-  end long-term actions te r r i to r ia l  
and sectoral  espects,  economic end socioecological factors ,  national, regional, and 
local decisions, policymaking and implementation, stability and dynamics, eic: The 
decisive ro le  of the integrated approach in SRCP is  determined by the  common 
nature of t he  basic philosophical s t n t e g i c  axioms and by the close relationships 
between different levels of policymaking, different time-periods, and different 
a r e a s  of economic, social, and ecological systems, as well as by the  internal struc- 
t u re  and competitive positions of a given regional and company economy. Note that  
the  integrated approach does not mean the  building of an  indivisible complex stra- 
tegy f o r  RCEs. 
It  is r a t h e r  t h e  choice of a se t  of s t rategies  whose interdependences a r e :  
(1) Their time synchronization. 
(2) The common objective of s t rategic  actions. 
(3) The coordination of resources.  
(4) The compatibility of t he  s t ructural  character is t ics  of the  strategies.  
Thus, s t rategic  regional-company policy is viewed as a complex system con- 
sisting of seven main .components: marketing, investment, production, technologi- 
cal,  social, ecological, and organizational strategies,  within i t s  integrated 
sectoral-spatial dimensions. 
The module approach i s  extremely useful in integrating the  methodological 
system described (Ansoff, 1982). The main ideas h e r e  a r e :  it is  possible t o  subdi- 
vide the  decision-making and decision-implementation processes  into modules which 
(a) a r e  closely connected to  each o ther ,  and (b) could be  used separately depend- 
ing upon the  specific conditions of regional and urban development encountered. 
I t  i s  possible t o  identify ten basic s t rategic  management modules: 
(1) General organization f o r  decision making. 
(2) Comprehensive multidisciplinary s t rategic  analysis. 
(3) Establishing of objectives. 
(4) Long-term forecasting. 
(5) Strategic  planning. 
(6) General organization f o r  decision implementation. 
(7) Implementation tact ics  and operational planning. 
(8) Feasibility study. 
(9) Investment organization. 
(10) Strategic  monitoring and control (see Figure 4). 
The most immediate task for improving'SRCP i s  to develop an applied metho- 
dology f o r  each module and f o r  the  system as a whole. 
TOOL MODELS 
Since SRCP is  necessarily oriented toward problems some way into the  future,  
specific types o: analytical techniques and approaches are required. 
The key question regarding SRCP tools is  how t o  integrate the  necessary stra- 
tegic variables. In addition to  logic and experience, some quantitative se t  of 
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FIGURE 4. The application of systems methodology to  strategic basic modules. 
trade-offs must be  developed, always bearing in mind tha t  quantitative evaluation 
cannot be  precise  o v e r  the  lone term and should b e  used mainly as a guide t o  t he  
choice of actions. But, of course,  only the  quantitative modeling approach to  
integration permits one to identify t he  appropr ia te  combination of s t ra tegic  
behavioral character is t ics  f o r  a given system. This underlines the  crucial  ro le  of 
computerized tools in analyzing s t ra teg ic  alternatives.  
Because of t h e  objective function of SRCP is vectorial  in nature ,  i t  is neces- 
sary t o  develop t o  models f o r  the  solution of multicriteria problems (Keeney and 
Raiffa, 1976). These problems often include various informal components tha t  
increase t he  difficulty of designing algorithms f o r  decision making. Systems 
analysis methodology attempts t o  overcome these difficulties by developing special  
methods f o r  nonstandard problerr, solving, including dialogue systems. descriptive 
models, stochastic programing methods, etc. By using these  tools policymakers can 
introduce the i r  p re fe rences  into t he  quantitative decision-making process  by indi- 
cating t he  desired dimensions of t he  goal function at every s tep  of the  dialogue 
procedure.  Unfortunately, pract ical  resul ts  in this  erea a r e  so  f a r  fa i r ly  limited. 
One possible explanation is  t he  difference in working conditions and att i tudes 
between researchers and policymakers. The high level of involvement, as w e l l  as 
t h e  s eve re  time constraints and potential major environmental impacts of policy 
decisions t ha t  charac te r ize  t he  real policymaking process ,  create significant obs- 
tacles t o  the  use of modern, quantitative tools. To overcome these obstacles, sys- 
tems analysts nowadays s t r ive  to improve t h e  operational character is t ics  of com- 
puterized analysis, t o  ensure close correspondence between theoret ical  methods 
and real decision-making technology, and to make the  resul ts  of t h e  modeling less 
formal. Considerable attention is paid t o  improving methods of eliciting and pro- 
cessing informal information, making i t  eas ie r  to c o r r e c t  intermediate resul ts ,  and 
proposing possible methods of reaching a compromise between the  complexities of 
the  problem and the  capabilities of t he  policymaker. Alternative evaluations 
based on the  same information available to the  policy-maker can be  a useful check 
on the  reliability of any procedure proposed. 
Modern economic science is  accumulating experience through the  development 
of many kinds of mathemztic models and these models are playing an  important ro l e  
in improving SRCP (Klein, 1969; Crow, 1973; Glickman, 1974; Granberg, 1981; Band- 
man, 1981). However, many of t he  computerized models suggested are so compli- 
cated as t o  give only very Limited resul ts  from the  point of view of managers. Most 
of these models are designed to solve internal problems of RCE development o r  
deal only with interregional problems. The modeling of t he  interrelationships 
between RCEs and the  environment i s  in many cases oversimplified, as can b e  seen 
from the  presence of numerous exogenous and somewhat a r b i t r a r y  variables. 
Therefore ,  i t  is worth considering t h e  tool models f o r  SRCP a3 as essential p a r t  of 
the  s t ra teg ic  policy aids systems (SPAS), which is  being developed by IIASA and 
can  be  used f o r  RCE analysis purposes (see Figure 5). 
Based on the  model approach,  SPAS, a p a r t  from including a concept model, 
involves two main programs (covering the  decision-making and t h e  implementation 
stages),  a data  base, and some subsidiary models. The f i r s t  program incorporates  
modules for t he  decision-making procedures  of the  ISSMI program. 
The o the r  basic program of SPAS is t he  SATROS, which denotes Strategic  
Action, Time. Resources, Organizatior,, Succession. This program should involve 
modules f o r  t he  policy-implementation process.  
The f i r s t  version of t h e  ISSMI p r o g m  w a s  developed by IIASA's Regional 
issues project  in 1984, and has  so far given encouraging results.  The mechanism of 
t he  ISSMI program involves computerized verification of a range of hypotheses 
about t he  s t ra teg ic  behavior of a given regional-company system, taking into 
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account the corresponding behavior of. competitive systems (those producing the  
same products). The s t rategic  behavior of each regional-company system, in turn,  
is determined by s t ruc tura l  change and has a number of alternative forms. 
The ISSMI program operates  by using information on the  structural-economic 
s t rategy alternatives of the regions, which a r e  considered as a single multiproduct 
company o r  as a set of companies whose s t rategic  behavior depends on the  interre- 
lationships of internal and external  factors.  This means tha t  the product lines, as 
a component of the  regional-company economic s t ruc ture ,  a r e  s t rategic  struc- 
tural  units (SSU). 
Similar SSUs are in competition with each o ther  and the i r  s t ra teg ic  parame- 
ters are determined by effectiveness character is t ics  - cost,  pr ice,  t ransport  
charge, profit, investments, s tage of Ilfe cycle, correspondence with the market 
sector ,  and s o  on. In the  ISSMI framework i t  is possible to  determine how the  com- 
petitive situation changes if one of the  RCEs, separately o r  together  with others ,  
could make s t ruc tura l  changes and improve i t s  productivity and competitive 
character is t ics  on this  basis. The ISSMI program also allows one to consider the  
influence of regional-company protectionist ba r r i e r s  and t o  define the value of 
such protectionist policy. 
A s  w a s  expressed ear l ie r ,  special lines inherent in RCE, R & D, investment, 
labor force, and riature-protection activities are considered. The inclusion of 
these activities h strategic  choice analysis allows one t o  extend the  possibilities 
of the  ISSMI program and ref lects  cu r r en t  tendencies in interregional movements 
of the  technology market and the  increasing influence of investment flows and 
infrastructure on economic change. The evaluation of technological, investment, 
labor  force,  and ecological capabilities of a region allows policymakers to examine 
the factors  important to  a long-run, sustainable economic growth in addition to  
more immediate values of profitability. 
Another piece of required information deals with the  present  and forecast  
internal and external  market situations and competition. The RCEs capabilities 
a r e  evaluated through i ts  forecast-potential  f o r  production and expor t  products, 
technologies, and investments to other  competing regions. 
Moreover, the ISSMI staff take into consideration the character is t ics  of the 
rest of the  world, which i s  included in the program as an  additional region with 
adequate lines and world product prices.  
The ISSMI program is  used also to account f o r  the  requirements imposed on 
economic s t ructural  changes by social (e.g. employment) and environmental (e.g. 
pollution) balances. Thus the data  base of the  ISSMI program is oriented toward 
the differential approach,  which allows one t o  consider specific features of the 
actual RCE. 
A s  stressed above. knowledge of supply and demand is not usually sufficient 
f o r  predicting in advance the sha re  of the  market f o r  different products f o r  a n  
RCE. We cannot with accuracy predict  competitive advantages of special t echno le  
gies. Hence, the ISSMI program is intended f o r  regular  analysis and reevaluation 
of s t rategic  objectives and means. 
The data  base of the  ISSMI program (first  version) consists of about 60 items, 
descriptive of the character is t ics  of production (product) lines, social and 
environmental constraints, market conditions, s t rategic  policy actions, and s t ra -  
tegic results obtained. In future i t  is planned to  introduce a s e t  of standardized 
forms, t o  be completed by the  participant RCEs; the ISSMI staff wil l  record  the  
information in the computer datz bank. 
A s  stated above, t o  find ar. iristnxnental solution t o  this complicated problem 
at the  present  time is only possible through the interaction of the  quantitative 
(strategic) decision-making process with the qualitative analysis made by poli- 
cymakers and experts .  The ISSMI program is oriented t o  this  by the  use of a set of 
comparatively simple mathematical models which are available t o  practit ioners.  
The basic tool of the ISSMI program is a software system which is zpplied. to  
the  znalysis of mathematical flow models (FMAs)*. The approach used f o r  the ela- 
borztion of the FMA system allows the user  t o  a c c o m t  f o r  both pa rane t r i c  and 
s t ructural  changes, and the dynamic and multicriteria aspects  of modeling (Umnov, 
i984). The FMA s y s t e m  also includes highly effective input-output data genera- 
to rs ,  which facilitate i ts  use by new users a f t e r  relatively minimal instruction. 
Another feature of t he  FMA system, which is very important in practice.  is the  
possibility of using the  system fo r  "incomplete" models, i.e. those tha t  do not 
include all Links and constraints which define the  behavior of t he  modeled object. 
The basic algorithm used in the FMA system is equivalent to t he  multistep solving of 
a special case of the  Chebyshev approximation problem. In i t s  turn,  the  l a t t e r  is 
reduced t o  interactive solving of a linear programing problem, subject t o  changing 
its statement during the  process  of solution. 
The purpose of t he  SATROS program is t o  establish priorit ies and account f o r  
the  regular  resource-time succession of s t rategic  action-implementation within 
the framework of existing and future constraints and opportunities. SATROS is 
intended t o  implement concord between objectives and investment conditions dur- 
ing the  impiementation of long-term structural changes. Besides, as a rule ,  i t  is 
necessary to co r rec t  project  cost character is t ics  and not infrequently to change 
some technological, economic, and o ther  parameters of the  basic s t ra teg ic  solu- 
tions. These tasks are proposed to greatly aid the  development of a new strategi- 
cal and/or tactical operation implementation plan. A s  a very suitable means of 
solving this problem we ci te  t he  network model f o r  t he  structural change program. 
Such a model has t h ree  main characteristics:  t i m e ,  resources,  and mutual relation- 
ships between consistent implementation actions. I t  is necessary t o  determine the  
consistency and time period of implementation tha t  wil l  ensure the observance of 
major resource  and technological constraints, as w e l l  as economic, social, and eco- 
logical balances. 
The use of the  network model f o r  strategical and/or tactical choice in the 
phase of implementation is based on time, cost, volume, and economic character is-  
tics, which should have been determined in the  previous phase of SRCP (policymak- 
ing). For some major s t ruc tura l  changes, additional components are needed t o  
establish objective functions and resource efficiency requirements. 
Based on the multiproduct regional-company cha rac t e r  of s t rategic  policy 
the  objective function should be  determined as integral profitability. There is 
today no calculated method f o r  solving s t rategic  network tasks with a simultaneous 
accounting of objectives, resources.  and technological and environmental factors. 
Therefore,  i t  is  necessary t o  utilize t he  model system, in which each model ref lects  
one suitable aspect  only and an integral solution is sought on the  basis of agree- 
ment procedures. 
We zlready have some experience of computerized calculation with an optim- 
ized network model with one resource  (Kiselnikov, 1984). But the  r ea l  utility of 
such a model is inevitably limited. Hence, i t  is necessary f o r  SRCP to develop a 
multiresource optimized network model, which should be incorporated into the  
man-machine interactions process.  
In addition t o  t he  basic mathematical models, the  advanced versions of the  
ISSMI and SATROS programs assume the  development of a number of subsidiary 
* The second version or LSSMI program will be based on the optimization mechanism 
models, which will calculate the  necessary information f o r  forecasting market 
demands and production growth r a t e s ,  and fo r  determining the  efzects of invest- 
ment, technology, e tc .  One specific strt lctural modeling technique is also being 
developed fo r  t he  treatment of exper t  information. This technique, based on 
interactive computer usage, is called STRUM (structurzl modeling system) and 
allows the  analysis of interconnections between objectives, problems, conflicts, 
functions, and actions. 
%ere  are many evaluations t o  be made in the  process  of making and imple- 
menting strategies.  I t  is  rewarding t o  study interdisciplinary evaluation techno!- 
ogy as a very promising validation instmment f o r  adapting changing objectives and 
means. The evaluation process should also identify prospective synergetic effects 
from any proposed significant res tmctur ing  of regional organization systems. An 
advanced evaluation technology could also be considered as an effective ear ly 
warning system which would allow a bet te r  understanding of and a more construc- 
tive response t o  environmental changes. Strong emphasis should also be placed or, 
the  development of a situational (differential) approach methodology - in o ther  
words, taking into account specific regional organizational conditions when making 
s trategic  policy. 
CASE STUDIES 
In accordance wfth the  basic logical scheme of systems analysis methodology, 
czse studies =e necessary t o  test hypothetical models, as w e l l  as t he  experimental 
resul ts  generated from computer calculations. Mvly RCEs now face the problem of 
urgent s t ructural  change. Some meet this challenge successfully while o thers  fail. 
Analyzing the  probable causes of such different outcomes therefore  contributes 
significantly t o  o u r  understanding of t he  nature of a sound SRCP. But, of course, 
the  most substantial contribution may be made by comparative studies of s t rategic  
policies in the  most profitable and well-managed companies, functioning in the  
framework of some forward-looking industries and cer tain RSEs. There a r e  
interesting experiences as t o  reasons f o r  t he  diminishing of some firms' and RCEs' 
competitiveness in cor~par i son  with the i r  rivals ir, the  1970s and 1980s (Por te r ,  
1983; Stonemzn, 1983; Vernon, 1982), such as: 
Slowness of reaction t o  t he  reduction of product and technology competitive- 
ness because no ear ly warning systems had been developed. 
Inflexible policy of resources redistribution. 
Incorrect  use of marketing agreement mechanisms, tha t  were often repro- 
duced later and not changed, .despite requirements f o r  increasing competi- 
tiveness. 
Predominance of routine mechanisms f o r  t he  implementation of technological 
innovation and the  dissemination of management techniques. Many advanced 
technologies originaLly developed by RCE research  centers  have been widely 
implemented in others .  
Low r a t e  of manufacturing plant renovation and increasing average age of key 
industries. 
Comparative!y small size of firms and relatively insufficient scale of intra- 
RCE cooperation. 
Disequilibrium between economic and social development, with dlfficclt labor 
problems. 
Of grez t  interest  at present  is the  Japanese experience, which includes RCE 
development under the  in fhence  of technological, long-term programs, including 
the  r i rs t  resul ts  of "Technopo~ic" large-scale regional (urban) projects.  The les- 
sons that  could be ex t rac ted  f o r  SRCP from the  Japanese experience (see Printice,  
1984; Lynn, 1982) include: 
Long-term strategic  orientation and planning of Japanese RCEs and the  
activity of large companies. 
High level of competitiveness in Japan between RCEs, which leads to competi- 
tive advantages in t he  world a rena .  
The key ro le  of R & D st ra tegies  in RCE development, which creates t h e  basis 
f o r  uninterrupted technological substitution. 
Focusing of t he  economic activity at national, regional, and company levels 
account f o r  opportunities of gaining competitive advantages, in par t icular  in 
technologies and products (the development of automatic inspection systems, 
robots,  computerized programming, etc.). 
Organization of essential public support  f o r  RCE activities, such as improving 
products at low cost and improving quality as a basis f o r  increasing intercom- 
pany, interregional, and international competitiveness. 
Multiob jective orientation of RCE development, including 'interdependent 
finance, growth, employment (social), and o the r  aspects. 
The American s t ra teg ic  Policy experience also demonstrates t he  key role  of 
technological innovation in RCE activity (Knop, 1974; Friedlander, 1976; Thwaites, 
1978; Kelly, 1979; E v e n  and Wettman, 19180; Pe te r s  and Waterman, 1982; Clark, 
1983). American experiences show the  different roles  of various regional fac tors  
in t he  location of plants t ha t  have different technological levels of production. 
For  high-technology plants t he  main priority is  labor  skill, quaLity of Ufe, R & D 
activity,. transportation availability, etc. Therefore,  i t  i s  important t o  evaluate 
t h e  regional integrated potential and compare the  p ros  and cons f o r  high- 
technology plant location. Effective experience of this  is  accumulated in areas 
where the  technological driving force  of regional and corpora te  economies has  
required a broad set of tools for st ra tegic  planning. 
The USA experience shows the  importance of stArategic management, taking 
into account technological intensity, which character izes  different firms in t he  
RCEs, because behavior of high-technology companies is  very  different t ha t  of 
medium- and, especially, low-technology ones. The o the r  side of t he  American 
experience comprises evidence of different potentials of l a rge  and small com- 
panies. The presence of both requi res  a sec tora l  division of labor  and cont rac t  
system and these  effectively, compliment each o the r  in t h e  framework of t he  RCE. 
The USA case studies show also t h e  s t rong impact of technological developments on 
the  moving of companies from one region to another  (in t he  USA from north t o  
south regions). As w e l l  as the  Japanese experience, American case studies confirm 
the  necessity to connect regional-company s t ra tegic  policy analysis with interna- 
tional competitiveness. 
An extensive experience of regional-company s t ra tegic  management under a 
centralized planning systen: is accumulated in the  USSR and o the r  E a s t e r ,  coun- 
t r i e s  (Kochetkov, 1977, 1982; Agaxbegjan, 1979; Granberg, 1981; Bandman, 1981; 
Kiselnikov, 1984). The Soviet experience shows tha t  high efficiency is required t o  
carry out regional s t n c t u r a l  changes on the  basis of cornpiex objective programs, 
developed by specizl  teams. In the  Soviet Union is  accumulated z r ich experience 
in the  field of regional prognr.ming using veciaI mathematical models and 
software. There are two sets of models used in t he  p r e p a n t i o n  of regional pro- 
grans .  First ,  multileve! models allow us to determine the  industrial structure of 
each region through a national economic zpproach (top-down). The o t h e r  set of 
models w z s  developed fo r  territorial-production complexes with more distinctive 
spatial  aspects.  Also, a very promising s e t  of models has  been developed fo r  the 
implementation phase of regional progrunming. This approach is described above 
as pa r t  of t he  SATROS program. 
The main task of IIASA re sea rch  is  t o  genen l i ze  all these experiences  s o  as t o  
produce methodological approaches of widespread application and value. 
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